This information tells you about

Clouts Wood Nature Reserve
Welcome to Clouts Wood!

While you are here you can………

… explore the beautiful woodlands and countryside!

There are lots of footpaths to walk on.

… look at the wildlife!

Enjoy the scenic views
What can you see at Clouts Wood?

There are lots of birds of prey.

Can you see them soaring overhead?

In spring and summer there are many different kinds of wildflowers.

How many can you see?

The diversity of habitats provides a good environment for insects.

Can you hear the crickets in the grass?
1. Clouts Wood is special because there are so many different kinds of birds, flowers and insects.

2. Clouts Wood provides an important habitat for wildlife

3. We are looking after Clouts Wood so that the birds, flowers and insects stay here for you to see and enjoy.

We hope you enjoyed your day.
What did you enjoy the most?

Thank you for visiting Clouts Wood Nature Reserve.

Please come back again!
For more information, visit
https://www.wiltshirewildlife.org/clouts-wood